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Abstract - An image volume is one of the most significant properties. The million and billions of medical image storage is very challenging in digital fashion. The ultimate goal of technique for compression is to minimize the volume of medical image by identifying as well as removing the redundant pixel values. The numerous transform technique has been used in digital image compression standards. The basic image transform techniques are Cosine and Wavelet Transform types. The existing techniques still need improvement in compression ratio. So, a new image matrix technique is proposed for effective image compression in the medical pitch. The newly proposed medical image compression is an Effective Hybrid Technique (EHT). EHT compute the Image Quality (IQ) and Compression Ratio (CR) of medical pictures. The image quality is calculated by EHT using signal noise performance and error values. The different image formats have been used for proposed image compression experiments and achieved good CR compare to existing techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The two dimensional image pixel values are represented by f(x, y), which is an image intensity or gray level point value of image. The image compression is a method of identifying and removing of interpixel redundancy. The widespread redundancy techniques are interpixel redundancy, coding, temporal and psycho visual redundancy [1] [2].

The lossy and lossless are the two image compression standards. The lossy technique is not reconstructing the original images exactly due to loss of information. But lossless compression able to reconstruct image without loss of information. Hence it reduces the storage with the fast transmission [3] [4].

An image compression process reduces the number of bits needed for representing information. It removes data which are irrelevant and redundant, thus achieved image compression. The compression is most essential in the medical pitch for effective archiving and storage. An efficient method for digitization of medical images involves two stages such as quantization and transformation [3].

2. PRINCIPLES OF COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION FOR IMAGE

An image compression is different than binary data compression. The images have statistical properties and can be exploited [4]. Lossless image compression has involved an image compression and decompression on the same copy of the original image. The executable documents are compressed and exactly reproduced when decompressed [5]. But images not reproduced exactly in lossy techniques. An approximation is sufficient as long as error is tolerable [6]. Usually the images will hold redundant information due to correlations with neighboring pixels. The main task of compression is identifying less correlation to reduce redundant and irrelevant values.

The image repeated values are used to identifying and removing of duplicate data. The signals that are not noticed by human eyes or removed by irrelevancy reduction. The first method to remove redundancy is spatial, second one is spectral and last one is temporal. The decompression process is used to get the reconstructed image. The image resolution and quality depend on the pixels. The basic blocks for image compression are the encoder and decoder [7].

3. TRANSFORMS TECHNIQUES

The transform technique is depending on error which is tolerable and resources needed for computation. To achieve the image compression quantization process is performed. The aim of transformation is to extract correlation and redundancy. The discrete transform techniques such as cosine and wavelet are the most useful methods.

3.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)

The discrete cosine transform is a compression method that is used broadly. The DCT image is divided into N x M blocks. The DCT changes the spatial image by representing average value in low order term, converts the spatial image representation. The average value and strength in the image blocks are represented by the low-order term, high order term is used to represent width or height of the block [8]. An array size of 8 X 8 is pre-computed and given as input to the basic functions to implement computational process in DCT.

3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT)

The set of digital filters are used to calculate wavelet transform for discontinuous values of the image. There are two types of filter namely like low and high frequency pass filter. These filters are used to extract information say crude part by low pass filter and detailed part by high pass filter from the decomposed image by wavelet transform. The image after filtering results in like LL, LH, HL and HH are four frequency sub-bands [3].
4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

4.1 Analysis of Medical Image

The quality perception is influenced by content of the image. The X-ray images have been identified medical modalities of this system. An original and reconstructed image are identical both numerically and visually in lossless techniques.

4.2 Compression Ratio (CR)

The compression ratio represents volume level of image. The compression ratio is often computed by dividing the volume of the uncompressed image in bits over the volume of the compressed image.

\[
CR = \frac{\text{Original Image Volume}}{\text{Compressed image volume}}
\]  

(1)

The compression ratio is 2:1 to 3:1 for lossless techniques [4].

4.3 Objective of Performance Metrics

If there is a loss of information compressed and decompressed images may not be identical. The fidelity measures the quality of the image reconstructed. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) shown in (2) measures the distortion.

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |y_i - x_i|
\]

(2)

where x, y are the paired observations. N is the of scatter plot, where x_i, y_i are the coordinates.

The most common objective measures of image fidelity that are based on pixel differences are Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The distortion represented by mean square error and defined as

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i} \sum_{j} (x(i, j) - y(i, j))^2
\]  

(3)

PSNR is measured in decibels and is defined as wherein (4). 255 the maximum possible intensity for 8-bit grey scale of images [11].

\[
PSNR = 20 \log_{10} \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{\text{RMSE}} \text{db}
\]

(4)

where, P is the peak intensity level of the given image, for instance P=255 for a gray scale image. The peak signal to noise ratio of high indicates high quality that means more similarity. The acceptable values of PSNR ranges between 30 dB to 50 dB [11].

4.4 Effective Hybrid Technique

An effective hybrid technique proposed depends on the single level discrete wavelet. The image is represented by 8 x 8 pixels such as M x N and divided into non-overlapping of 8 x 8 pixels. The above pixels are transformed by image matrix and it contains the frequency sub-bands. Then coded by the image matrix algorithm while matrix value transformed again by effective hybrid method. Proposed method to decode the matrix values Fig. 1 given below. The sub-bands are recomposed through inverse process of effective hybrid method. Every pixel determines the quality of the compression.
Algorithm: Compression Method

1. Input: Medical Image MI
   MI=Read_Medical Image (image)
2. from MI value into M X N by decomposition of image
3. MI cropped for image construction
4. CMI=MI (100:(size of image cropping [0]-1)+100))
5. image value for (0 to 1)
6. CMI construction PXQ pixels PXQ=8X8
7. convert volume of Medical Image
   MI=CONEVOLU (floating (CMI))
8. construction of MI is cropping CMI
   CMI=MI (100:(size of image cropping [0]-1)+100))
9. image value for (0 to 1 +100)
10. construction of CMI image block of pixel= M X N
    [M X N represented image pixel value]
11. HMI=Wavelet Transform Image(image,10)
12. Size of Pixel=Absolute Value(HMI) power of 2
13. Size of Pixel Image Size=A
    Logarithm of 10(Size of Pixel)
14. Output: CI= Compressed Image

4.4.2 Reconstruction Algorithm

The new reconstruction procedure is reverse way of hybrid image compression. The decoding process can be calculated by an image array value using arithmetic decoding. The pointer values are calculating by incrementing three values.

Algorithm: Reconstruction Procedure

1. Input: CI =Compressed Image
   CI=Input_Image()
2. Reconstruction by Cropping Medical Image
   CMI
3. from MI value into M X N by decomposition of image
4. construction of CMI image block of pixel= M
   X N [M X N represented pixel value of image]
5. The image pixel component PXQreconstructed
6. The value composed by M X N in an image MI
7. ConvGridImage (-1>Fixed Image Value (FIV/40) < 1, display Size of Image [SI]
8. Output: DQI = Decompressed Quality Image

The reconstruction algorithm performs addition of two values and decoded to original image. The sub-bands values are decoded using image array values and it can identify image stream values.

5. SAMPLE OUTPUT

The radiologic procedure sample used is medical image as an input (X-rays) image. An X-rays image can be used to diagnose patient medical conditions and frequently used in medical imaging. X-rays are primarily used for diagnostic radiography and crystallography. The sample outputs are displayed for an image compression with medical image as in Fig.5. The input of medical image as an original image has been applied hybrid coefficient technique and converted to standardized quantization image. The compressed size has been minimized without quality loss. Also, the new image decompression able to produce original quality image.

![Fig. 5. Image Compression](image)

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The experiment of proposed method has been done using medical images. Here the medical image has been tested using hybrid image compression. The metrics of the image such as quality and volume has been done by evaluation procedure. The evaluation can be calculated among original image and reduced image. The Table 1 shows type of image, original image, existing compression, proposed method and decompressed image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Image</th>
<th>Size of Bytes in Original Image</th>
<th>Size of Bytes in Compressed Image</th>
<th>Size of Bytes in Decompressed Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.jpg</td>
<td>131072</td>
<td>75536</td>
<td>65536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.bmp</td>
<td>92160</td>
<td>56080</td>
<td>46080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.tif</td>
<td>100962</td>
<td>60481</td>
<td>50481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation for different X-rays medical images compression shown in Fig. 6. Table 1 reveals that the new system performs efficiently better than compare to existing techniques in reducing the volume of the medical images. The proposed method gives greater benefits in saving storage space and effective reconstruction of the medical images. It is important to preserve the good quality of the medical image. Table 2 reveals that the mean value of mean square error of five sample X-rays. The real time X-ray image dataset has been tested and found better performance of PSNR values which are displayed. The PSNR average value of proposed hybrid method is better than the existing methods like DCT and DWT.
AN EFFECTIVE IMAGE MATRIX COMPRESSION TECHNIQUE FOR MEDICAL PITCH

The performance evaluation for different X-ray medical images compression shown in Fig.7. The pictorial representation of PSNR value shown in Fig. 8 and it presents the comparison of subjective measures in MSE and PSNR for X-ray images obtained with existing and proposed method. It represents the MSE value of existing method and proposed method from 0 to 3. Similarly, PSNR value ranges from 41(dB) up to 48(dB).

Table 2: MSE and PSNR Value of X-ray Image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X-rays Images</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>DWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 2</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 3</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 4</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 5</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pictographic represents the performance evaluation for different medical image compression as shown in Fig.9 and it presents the comparison of subjective measures in CR for medical images obtained with existing and proposed method. Comparison of CR has been calculated the average values of five sample images taken for consideration. Results shows that higher CR is obtained compared to existing techniques.

Table 3: Compression Ratio of X-ray Image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X-rays Images</th>
<th>DCT CR</th>
<th>DWT CR</th>
<th>Hybrid CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Img 1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Img 5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.9. Compression Ratio of X-rays Image

The proposed mechanism reduces the size of medical image as well conserves the quality. Experiments were performed on multiple medical images and achieved good quality of reconstruction. Image compression techniques minimizes the bits needed for image representation and provides output without loss. The image compressed using hybrid technique minimize the fifty percentage in volume which is a significant improvement over the existing techniques. The hybrid method has been achieved around 70% of improvement in compressing and reconstruction of the image.
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